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Abstract
This research was conducted because of the problems of young mosque activists that did not use English
communication correctly. The purpose of this research was to increase the English communication of
young mosque activists using Group Guidance Service. The research design of this research was preexperiment: the one group pretest-posttest that was conducted on ten young mosque activists. The data of
this research used the liker scale in checklist form, and the research results were analyzed using the
Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test formula. The result of this research was found that there were significant
differences in English communication of young mosque activists before and after the treatment using
group guidance services.
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Abstrak
Penelitian ini dilakukan karena adanya permasalahan remaja aktivis masjid yang tidak menggunakan
komunikasi bahasa Inggris dengan benar. Tujuan dari penelitian ini adalah untuk meningkatkan komunikasi
bahasa Inggris aktivis muda masjid dengan menggunakan Group Guidance Service. Rancangan penelitian
dalam penelitian ini adalah pre-eksperimen: pretest-posttest satu kelompok yang dilakukan pada sepuluh
aktivis muda masjid. Data penelitian ini menggunakan skala liker dalam bentuk checklist, dan hasil
penelitian dianalisis menggunakan rumus Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test. Hasil penelitian menemukan
bahwa terdapat perbedaan yang signifikan dalam komunikasi bahasa Inggris remaja aktifis masjid sebelum
dan sesudah perlakuan menggunakan layanan bimbingan kelompok.
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Introduction
World transformation developed very fast. The industrial world is now entering a new stage
called Industry 4.0, or it is called the fourth world industrial revolution. Besides, technology and
information have become the basis of human life (Subekt, Taufiq, Susilo, Ibrohim, & Suwono,
2018). Humans who are living in this era, they have to adapt rapidly, especially for teenagers;
they have to adapt it by hard and soft skill—one of soft skill that must be mastered as English
communication.
Communication is an inseparable thing in human life because humans are social creatures that
require interaction between one another. Communication is a tool to deliver the messages and
understanding to others indefinitely (Nursalim, 2013). Teenagers who live in the industrial
revolution 4.0 must be able to communicate through English. The ability of teenagers to use
English is very important because English is a tool of communication even it applies the
technology of communication or communication directly (Handayani, 2016). It means that
teenagers who cannot communicate in English, they will be left and they do not compete in this
era.
Indonesian English proficiency is lower than other countries; the survey by the English
Language Proficiency Index Institute of Education, which was reported on their website
www.ef.co.id in 2018, showed that the score of English proficiency of Indonesians is 51.58, is in
position 51 of the 88 countries surveyed globally. In the same case is also found in the young
mosque activists at the Koto Iman Mosque in Kerinci Regency, Jambi Province is found that
their ability to communicate in English is still passive and just some of them can communicate
English actively. From this problem, it is important to develop English communication, especially
teenagers who are in the era of the industrial revolution 4.0.
However, mastering English for some teenagers is not easy, because communication is a skill
that must be used continuously. Then, teenagers are in a transition period, so they have many
challenges, even it from inside and outside of the environment that affects them easily (Yandri &
Juliawati, 2018). One method that can be used in the practice of communication and interaction
is by using group guidance services. Group guidance service is solving problems from an expert
to a group of people that can add new insights and knowledge by using group dynamics (Sartika
& Yandri, 2019; Ulandari & Juliawati, 2019). In these activities, group members are allowed to
participate in responding to the opinions of friends, like they can share experiences, exchange
opinions, so that the development of insight, attitudes, and skills of group members in
communication (Juliawati, 2014).
Meanwhile, group guidance service proposes to develop the ability of group members to
socialize, especially in communication (Erman Amti Prayitno & Amti, 2004). Seeing the main
purpose of group guidance services, that is developing the ability to socialize group members
through the development of communication or speaking of group members, the purpose of this
research is increasing the young mosque activist in English communication by using group
guidance service.
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Method
This research used quantitative experiment research on pre-experiment design: the one-group
pretest-posttest design—this research conducted in one group without a control group. The first
step in this research was giving pretest before treatment and posttest after treatment, so it could
be seen the difference in average scores between pretest and posttest after treatment (Ulandari
& Juliawati, 2019; Yusuf, 2016). The treatment was given to the experimental group six times
with the material or topics that had been arranged in a planned manner based on the results of
in-depth literature and based on the research needs.
The sample of this research was ten young mosque activist of Koto Iman in Kerinci Regency,
Jambi Province, that were taken through a purposive sampling method based on requirements
in group guidance service based on certain characteristics were considered to have specific
characteristics of the population (Arikunto, 2009; Yandri, 2017). The results of research in
English communication of young mosque activists were collected through observation,
recording with the concepts of measurement, generalization, and hypothesis, and with further
testing (Jorgensen, 1989; Mania, 2017). The observation used in this research was the checklist
form to get an overview of the young mosque activist English communication before and after
treatment use group guidance service. Then, to describe the young mosque activist in English
communication used the Irianto reference score analysis formula (2010), Than to look the
differences in young mosque activist in English proficiency before and after the treatment of
group counseling services was used a level test technique marked Wilcoxon (signed ranks test)
because researchers want to see differences in young mosque activist in English
communication after the treatment was given (Santoso, 2012; Yandri, 2017).

Result and Discussion
English communication is a skill that should be mastered by teenagers of the Industrial
Revolution era 4.0, but not all teenagers do. Besides, a method was needed to be able to
increase communication in English. One of the methods that group guidance services because
this method can activate group dynamics so that group members feel interested in expressing
their opinions, ideas, thoughts, and feelings in groups (Juliawati, 2014). Moreover, indirectly it
makes the English communication of group members involved in it. The results of the pretest of
this research showed that the average English communication of young mosque activists was a
low category, with an average score of 145.3.
For more detail, it can be seen as the following Graphic:
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Graphic 1. The pretest result of the English communication ability of young mosque activists.
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Many factors caused the people to have low English communication, such as the results survey
conducted by the English Language Proficiency Index Institute Education First (2018) stated that
a weak education system and high level of economic inequality hinder efforts to improve English
communication skills. Then the results of research conducted by (Megawati 2016) showed that
the factors that cause the people weak in communication English are lack of English vocabulary,
difficulty memorizing, difficult pronunciation because it is very different from Indonesian, afraid of
making mistakes, afraid of being laughed by friends, and lack of Grammar knowledge and their
lack of fondness of reading English references.
Meanwhile, the lack of practice English communication and psychological problems will inhibit
someone in communicating in English correctly (Afisa & Yolanda, 2015). Then the people's
learning condition also makes someone have different abilities in using English communication
such as differences in English accents, so understanding of listening activities is not optimal; this
has an impact on the pronunciation of the target language (Paakki, 2013). From the factors
above, the people who were low ability in English communication have to overcome by the
treatment of increasing English communication, especially teenagers. One treatment that
researchers do to overcome the problem was group guidance services. From this treatment,
there was an increase in the communication skills of young mosque activists in communication
English with an average group score of 195.6.
For more details, we can see in the following chart.
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Graphic 2. The posttest result of the English communication ability of young mosque activists.
After the treatment was given, the young mosque activists in English communication skills
showed a positive because developments increase by 35%. Then from the Wilcoxon Signed
Rank Test results showed that the probability of Sig (2- Tailed) English communication ability of
young mosque activists is 0.002, or the probability is below alpha 0.05 (0.002 <0.05). Thus, the
hypothesis tested in the research can be accepted where there were differences in the English
communication of young mosque activists in English before and after we're given the treatment
of group guidance services.
The results of this research were supported by research conducted by (Aswida, Marjohan, &
Syukur, 2012) stated that the level of communication anxiety of students decreased from high to
low levels of communication anxiety levels after being given group guidance services. The same
thing was also stated by (E A Prayitno, 1995). The purpose of group guidance services is to
increase the ability of group members to speak in front of many people, able to express
opinions, ideas, suggestions, responses, feelings to many people. Besides, group guidance
services are able to increase group member understanding so that they can overcome
excessive social anxiety (Cornish & Wade, 2010).
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Conclusion
The conclusions of the results of this research were as follows: (1) the English language skill of
young mosque activist before gave a group guidance service treatment are in a low category,
(2) the English language skill of young mosque activist after gave a group guidance service
treatment are in the high category, (3 ) There is a significant difference in the English proficiency
of young mosque activist before and after the treatment of group guidance services is given with
Asmyp probability. Sig. (2-tailed) of 0.002.
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